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Eco-Grip is a revolutionary flooring product that is utilized in areas
demanding a safe, waterproof, slip-resistant environment. Eco-Grip
has benefits not found in other conventional flooring materials. Have a
look and see why so many restaurants, bars, hotels, schools, grocery
chains, vet clinics, equestrian facilities and military installations are
using Eco-Grip. You will like what you see, and more importantly, what
you feel!
Slip Resistant and Waterproof:
Eco-Grip has one of the highest slip resistant ratings available. Measured
as the Coefficient Of Friction (COF), this monolithic waterproof flooring
system has a very high rating both wet (1.07) and dry (1.31), even after
years of use. Easily coved up the wall creating a unified baseboard, EcoGrip prevents any moisture from ever leaving the space.
Reduces Bacterial Growth:
Eco-Grip repels grease, animal fats, cooking oils, chemicals, odors, stains,
and weather, virtually eliminating the opportunity for bacteria to take hold
and grow. This also makes the product very easy to clean.
Reduces Fatigue:
The comfort and added thickness of Eco-Grip flooring provides relief to feet
and backs directly contributing to improved health and productivity.
Impact and Puncture Resistant:
Dropped a knife? Don’t worry. The floor is self-healing. With a thinner
floor you would have a broken membrane. Not with Eco-Grip. It is virtually
indestructible. Designed to withstand the daily abuse of industrial and
commercial settings.

Stress-free installation:
Eco-Grip can be installed afterhours for use the next morning.
Larger projects are installed
in stages eliminating costly
interruption of business. Walk on
it right after install with no loss of
revenue. With Eco-Grip you are
never shut down!
Green product:
Manufactured from post-industrial
recycled polyvinyl, Eco-Grip
reduces the impact on landfills
while adding to your LEED points.
Warranty:
Eco-Grip provides a 10 year
manufacturer’s warranty when
combined with the Eco-Grip Floor
Cleaning System.
Choice of colors:
Eco-Grip comes in 7 attractive
colors to complement your
environment with custom colors
available.

Sound Absorption:
Busy environments become a quieter oasis with this thicker flooring under
foot. Ambient noise is absorbed and significantly reduced.
Chemical Resistant:
Proven to withstand many types of chemicals, Eco-Grip resists stains and
will not harbor odors. Eco-Grip exceeds OSHA and ADA requirements in
every area.
Stable performance:
Eco-Grip does not shrink, curl, peel, pull away from walls, or wear out like
other less durable flooring products.
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